
Biological changes due to magnetic
fields – Session Ten
(http://pemfassistance.com/whymrs
/biological-changes-due-to-magnetic-
fields)
by Hermina Danneil

This week’s topic explains the
“LOGIC BEHIND THE LOGIC” of
magnetic resonance stimulation.
Looking behind the curtain would
be a fascinating workshop by
itself.

Most biological functions occur
via RECEPTORS AND
MESSENGERS.

Maybe the following parable will
help to understand this cell function in a humorous way: Hermina resides
at Palomino Park, a gated community. Everyone who wants to visit her has
to approach the guard (receptor). The person needs to identify him or
herself, a necessary message which will be relayed by the “receptor” to
Hermina. If Hermina recognizes the visitor, her acceptance is signaled back
to the guard. She becomes the “messenger” who makes it possible for the
person to enter through the gate and the joy of this visit can take place. All
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functions in the cell occur in a similar way via receptors, messengers or
messages. Just as simple or complex as that.

(http://pemfassistance.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/why-mrs-
systematics.jpg)

This visual aid was displayed in the manual, “Pulsating Magnetic Field Therapy”

(Study research and state of scienti�c discussion) by Dr. med. Rolf-Rainer Krapf.

A receptor is comparable with a keyhole, which can only take one
particular key. To make sure that a cell receives the information it is
supposed to receive and at what time and for which purpose the cell is
meant to perform a speci�c task, nature equipped it with speci�c
receptors. This ensures that a messenger substance only transfers the
message to that particular cell and not to its neighbor. Messenger
substances can be hormones or enzymes, but also electromagnetic
impulses. A magnetic �eld device needs to have the key or “code” which
triggers the receptor. Electromagnetic impulses need to be coded
according to the principle of “stochastic resonance” and the “biological
window”. Stochastic resonance means covering an unknown cell
resonance with the help of certain weak magnetic �elds. Biological
window means a range of frequencies for which the tissue is receptive. In
other words, if the receptor becomes exited by the message received from
the messenger (messenger substances) due to magnetic resonance
stimulation, the molecular biological process can take place.
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Biological processes:

Improved cell metabolism

Mitochondria multiplication (power plant of the cell)

Accelerated ATP production (fuel of the cell)

Release of hormones or increasing human growth hormones

Inhibition of in�ammations with anti-allergenic e�ects

Bone growth

Endorphin, serotonin and dopamine stimulation

Immune system stimulation

Nerve growth stimulation (damaged nerves)

Improved circulation

Better oxygen utilization

Balancing the autonomic nervous system

And more

ALL THAT. – - – without side e�ects and according to the law of
nature, with minimum time investment in the comfort of ones home,
simple and e�ective for the entire family including pets!

Understanding the biological changes due to magnetic �elds, it may also
be interesting to understand the importance of drinking water in
conjunction with magnetic resonance stimulation:

Each cell is embedded in �uid. This intercellular �uid serves as transport
medium for metabolic products – nutrients are delivered, waste
substances are eliminated. Waste substances are picked up by the blood
again and will be transported to the appropriate organs to be discharged.
The �uid around the cell is called sol and assures the optimum
prerequisite for magnetic �eld therapy. If the sol state changes into a gel
state due to dehydration or due to hyperacidity of tissue, MRS users may
experience lightheadedness getting up. It may also result in occasional
treatment resistance or inadequate responds because a successful mass



exchange could become
inhibited in a gel state. If
a person is not drinking 6
to 8 cups on a daily
basis, it is advisable to
drink at least 1 cup 20
minutes prior to therapy.


